
SelfLoops Training Plans



Training plans in Selfloops

Plans to create training plans
Codes are recurring text patterns that can be reused inside the training plans
Indoor cycling are structured guided training plans with cycling metrics e.g. power/cadence

Selfloops is an advanced platform for tracking and analyzing sports performance



Training codes

In the image, examples of training codes

The “Code” identifies the text snippet

The “Description” is the text that will be 
included in the actual training plan



Training Plans section
In the training plans section you will create and manage the training plans



Training Plans

There are two types of training plans that can be created, fixed date or generic



The Generic Plan
The coach can choose the visibility of the plan (private, team, selected athletes)
An athlete can choose the date when to start a Generic Training plan.
It is possible to insert Generic Plans inside other Generic Plans or Fixed Date Plans.
This means that a generic plan can be used to create a library of plans that can be reused.



Fixed Plans
The coach can choose the visibility of the plan (private, team, selected athletes)
The coach chooses the date when to start the Fixed Date Training plan.
It is possible to insert Generic Plans inside Fixed Date Plans.



The athlete view of the Training Plans
The athlete has complete visibility of the training plans available



Athlete view - Fixed Date Plan

The athlete can see the training plan 
with the description and the 
scheduled workouts 



Athlete view - Generic Plan

The athlete can see the training 
plan with the description and 
scheduled workouts

In the generic plan, the athlete 
can choose and set the training 
plan starting date



Athlete Calendar

The training plan instructions are 
market in red in the athlete 
calendar



Contacts
SelfLoops Group Fitness 

http://www.selfloops.com/products/groupfitness.html
email: sales@selfloops.com
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